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Abstract
Agent negotiation over multiple issues is often seen as
the process of searching for a solution in a complex and
large space. Depending on the negotiation mechanism
such search space can be dynamic wherein agents may be
cooperative or non-cooperative. In a realistic negotiation,
agents are unwilling to reveal their utility functions to
their opponents or collaborators.
These important
characteristics of negotiation increase the complexity of
the design of efficient and effective negotiation agents. In
this paper, we propose a novel approach that combines a
co-evolutionary mechanism with the notion of degree of
satisfaction. The former effectively searches the space,
while the latter improves negotiation efficiency. Agents
under the proposed scheme can carry out co-operative, or
non-cooperative, without revealing their utility functions.
The proposed approach is implemented as a prototype
system and evaluated through a number of experiments.
The evaluation shows the effectiveness of the proposed
approach in cooperation and non-cooperation.

1. Introduction
The number of companies using E-business to support
their business operations is increasing dramatically.
However, current E-business technology lacks flexibility
and offers a limited scope to participating parties,
especially, for negotiation over business matters such as
product prices, quantities, quality, and delivery time [14].
It is therefore desirable to employ an automated
negotiation mechanism in E-business that can improve
quality of service, time efficiency, and the accuracy of
complex cost functions.
Automated negotiation as a field of research has
attracted a number of research groups in particular to
areas involving work on the simulation of human
negotiation in a computing environment [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8].
The introduction of agent technologies and the use of
agents, acting as delegates to users, is an attempt to
conduct negotiations over conflicting issues between
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participating parties. This research aims at improving
existing automated negotiation techniques in order to
facilitate practical negotiation by agents in E-business.
Various theories and methods are proposed with the aim
of facilitating automated negotiation in E-business. These
include: argumentation approach [9.10], game theory
[4,11,12], and Genetic Algorithms (GA) [13,14,15].
Argumentation–based
approaches
require
further
exploration in negotiation protocol in order to provide
flexibility in decision-making [7]. Game theory models
often assume that all possible deals are available to agents
and no computation is required to find mutually
acceptable solution [7]. However, these assumptions are
not rational in the real world cases. The Nash bargaining
solution provides great insight into bargaining behaviours,
but it is limited to a one-stage bargaining game [8]. It
does not consider multiple issues and incomplete
information bargaining games. The Alternating-Offer
model [8] allows agents to take turns to make offers until
the agreement is secured. This model employs the subgame perfect equilibrium concept and the Nash
bargaining solution to support the theory. This model still
assumes that the agent’s utility functions are common
knowledge. However, it cannot deal with multiple issues
simultaneously. Further, there exist a number of issues in
GA that need to be investigated. Oliver [13] first
proposed a co-evolutionary approach to automated
negotiation by relaxing a number of assumptions imposed
by game theorists. The multiple issues and thresholds are
encoded in the chromosomes with random combinations
throughout the co-evolutionary process to find the
optimised agreed solution for negotiating agents. The
consequence is that agents may accept a worse deal than a
previous one. Peyman [15] and Matos [14] enhance this
concept by introducing a set of family tactics in order to
search for optimised generic negotiation strategies. Since
negotiation issues may vary in different cases the utility
functions may change for the agents involved in
negotiation. Due to the diversity in dependent utility and

fitness functions, the best generic strategies do not
guarantee good performance in all environments.
Furthermore, these models often select outcomes (deals)
that are sub-optimal, due to their applications to noncooperative negotiation. It is generally difficult (if not
impossible) to predict precisely how the system and the
constituent agents will behave in a wide variety of
circumstances [7]. Another barrier to applying coevolutionary approaches such as GA to solve negotiation
problems is that the solutions are built upon a known
Nash equilibrium, and then refined them into better
outcome [7]. This is not a practical assumption for most
real world applications. However, the resulting payoff
matrix may have one Nash equilibrium, multiple Nash
equilibria or none at all when different negotiation
strategies are employed. Even though mixed strategies
can be used to identify a unique Nash equilibrium (if the
payoff table is large) finding mixed strategy Nash
equilibrium is difficult.
In order to overcome the above limitations, we have
proposed an integrated negotiation mechanism in our
previous work [1,2,3] that combines a co-evolutionary
method with a game theory approach [16]. After a
number of iterations, a solution, which is a Paretoefficiency and is close to a Nash equilibrium, is found.
This approach has led to some contributions to agentbased automated negotiation and has been applied to
different problem domains [17,18]. However, this
approach is limited to non-cooperative negotiation. In this
paper we propose a new approach, which is capable of
supporting cooperative or non-cooperative negotiation.
The paper is structured as follow. Section 2 describes
the requirements of an automated negotiation mechanism.
Section 3 presents the proposed automated negotiation
approach, which is based on the requirements listed in
Section 2. Section 4 illustrates a case study from an
industrial collaborator in order to justify the need for an
automated negotiation mechanism. Experimental results
and their analysis are discussed in Section 5. Section 6
concludes the paper and defines future work.

2. Automated negotiation: a requirements
perspective
The design of an automated negotiation mechanism
requires the consideration of the type of game that the
mechanism is going to support. There are two types of
games: cooperative and non-cooperative. Cooperative
game theory focuses on joint efficiency and payoff
distribution while non-cooperative theory focuses on
strategy and enforcement. Below we introduce some of
the criteria that need to be considered.
In a cooperative game the negotiating agents mutually
search for the common highest payoffs by cooperative
methods, and then select one agreement from the set of
payoffs. The main issues in this type of game are joint
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efficiency and payoff distribution. In order to achieve
joint efficiency negotiating agents seek a mutually
beneficial set of feasible payoffs, and select an optimal
contracts or treaty. The agents have to choose an element
from the set of payoffs when the mutually most efficient
outcome has been identified.
In the non-cooperative game, the negotiating agents
apply the strategies to achieve their goals, and have to
implement the identified join strategy. This type of games
focuses on coordinating negotiation strategies and
implementing the agreement. The negotiators have to
identify the particular strategies to affect the outcome.
Each negotiator interacts with others so as to maximise
his/her own payoffs.
When the negotiators choose a particular joint
strategy, they have to enforce it or to guarantee to
implement the agreed join strategy. This could be
resolved by introducing penalties, so the negotiator who
deviates from the agreement is not be better off. The
negotiators are aware of that they will obtain fewer
payoffs if they deviate from the agreements. In other
words, the chosen strategy is not dominated by others. In
addition to the nature of games, other criteria should be
taken into account. These include:
Efficiency: The system should ensure that participating
agents would reach an agreement in shortest time, if
there is any.
Effectiveness: If there is an agreement between agents,
a stable equilibrium in the end of negotiation should be
produced in order to ensure that agents do not deviate
from their agreements.
Private utility function: The utility function is used to
determine how good the offer and counter offer are. It
also provides essential information for agents to decide
whether the offer should be accepted or not. Thus it is
important to keep it private to the agent.
Multiple issues: An automated negotiation should
allow agents to express the issues that they want to
negotiate. Multiple issues normally form a large and
complex search space. Thus an effective search
algorithm is required to explore the space.

3. The proposed approach for automated
negotiation
This section presents definitions and the negotiation
process of the proposed approach. Negotiation process in
the proposed method is supported by a number of
components and their interactions. The approach
includes business strategic objectives, utility functions,
and negotiation strategies to support decision-making in
the negotiation process. The level of cooperation and a
degree of satisfaction provide a way for negotiating
agents to speed up the negotiation process. The
measurement of the degree of satisfaction is the
difference between the payoff resulted from the desired

outcome and the payoff resulted from the current offer.
Negotiating over a number of issues can be seen as a part
of search space. The co-evolutionary mechanism is used
to explore the search space and to support the negotiation
process over multiple issues. The combination of the coevolutionary mechanism and the aforementioned
components is designed to meet the criteria described in
the previous section.
The co-evolutionary system is formed by two GA
systems. The detailed description of the co-evolutionary
mechanisms is described in [2, 3]. GA is a powerful
search algorithm that can effectively produce an
optimized solution over large and complex search space
through the evolutionary process. The possible solutions
and/or problems are encoded in the chromosomes. The
system can randomly generate a set of possible solutions
to the problems that form a population. A utility function
is used to evaluate these solutions in order to determine
how good they are. Normally two most preferred
chromosomes are selected as parents and are used to
generate offspring through mutation and crossover
operations. After a number of generations, an optimized
solution can be found. In this research, we exploit this
characteristic to explore a large and complex negotiation
search space. We also introduce the notion of a degree of
satisfaction for the negotiating agent in order to speed up
the negotiation process. The method may include a
number of business Strategic Objectives (SO) such as
increasing market share, capital turnover, stock clearing,
and marginal profits for the selection of the utility
functions. These are formulated as a set SO, where
SO={so1, so2, so3, soi, …, soj}, and 1 d i d j. The decision
maker prioritises SO according to his/her preferences
such that so1 so2, soi, …, soj. The selection of soi
is through a function D which requires two parameters,
i.e., negotiation feedback f and strategic objectives SO,
thus soi m D(f, SO) and 1 d i d j. The function for
selecting a cost function, denoted as C: ui m C(soi,U),
depends on the available cost functions represented as
U= {u1, u2, ui,… uj} and 1 d i d j and the chosen strategic
objective SO. The negotiation strategy (denoted as S)
generates a series of offers, G , by considering the
opponent’s degree of satisfaction, its target utility, and
the time constraint. G includes a number of issues,
I={i1, i2,..,ik}. Two negotiating agents denoted as Ag1
and Ag2 have the same set of issues, I, over which they
are negotiating. An agent evaluates an offer, G , with its
utility function ui( G ) to gain the utility P :
Ag1ui( G ) o Ag1 P .
In the proposed approach, each agent has a lowest
expected utility gain (as a threshold) denoted as Agi P min
and a highest expected utility gain Agi P max as an ideal
utility to obtain for Agenti, where i={1,2}. If the utility
Agiuj( G ) of the offer is greater than Agi P max, then agent
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accepts the offer, i.e., Agiuj( G ) – Agi P

max

> 0. The

degree of its satisfaction with respect to the deal,
expressed by the agent is computed as follow:
Agi Score G = (Agi P

max

- Agiuj( G ))/Agi P

G

,

max

Where AgiScore G
represents the degree of
satisfaction. When the agent makes a counter offer G /,
the G / associated with AgiScore G will be passed on to its
opponent. The agent will take the information into
consideration with AgiScore G , and the chosen
negotiation strategy that includes resource and time
factors for generating the next proposal. The negotiation
strategy consists of a number of expected gain utilities
P 1, P 2, P i,.. P j before the expected utility Agi P max is
reached. In addition, the agent can express the different
levels of cooperation by assigning various weightings to a
degree of satisfaction received from its opponent and its
expected utility. This is to give the negotiating agents
guidance for making offers and counter offers. The
evaluation of the best strategies is based on the actual
gained utility from the deal G , so a function E(Agi S,
Agi P max) for searching for the best strategy Agi si is
introduced.
G(Agisi, AgiScore G ) is an evolutionary function for
generating a set of possible counter offers represented
as [ ={ G 1, G 2, G 3,… G n}. Agisi is a selected negotiation
strategy for Agenti. The fitness of

G

in

[

is determined

by the distance between Agiui( G ) and the expected utility
Agi P i that is given by Agisi. The selected next counter
offer from the set [ will be the closest to the offer
proposed by the other agent. The process can be
expressed as follows: Ag1 G

'
i

m Max(similarity (Ag1 G ,

Ag2 G ’)),  G i and 1 d i d n. The actual utility of the
deal G indicates the fitness of the strategy si.
The negotiation process would stop when timeout
occurs or when one of the agents makes a final offer. If
the other agent accepts the offer, then a deal is agreed,
otherwise there is no agreement.
As a result, the system could support agents to
negotiate over multiple issues and to search large and
complex spaces. The degree of satisfaction could offer
useful information to the agents and help them determine
how good offers are. This also provides the agent with an
expression of the degree of cooperation in the negotiation
by assigning different weightings. Consequently the
negotiation process could be improved and speeded up
because agents can generate their counter offer by
considering the above factor. Agents can carry out
negotiation without revealing their utility functions. An
agreed solution can be an equilibrium since the search

space is explored through the GA. The agent can be sure
that no other solution could be better than the current one.
The agents use negotiation strategies to specify how the
negotiation progresses.
This paper does not consider the demonstration of the
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed system. It
only focuses on the relationships between the coevolutionary mechanism and the degree of satisfaction.
This could help examine the functions and roles of these
two components in the proposed system. Thus a single
business strategic objective is introduced in order to
eliminate unintended processes. The negotiation strategy
was simplified in order to eliminate its effect on the
negotiation results.
The proposed approach is fully implemented as a
prototype system for examining its effectiveness in the
simulated real world case study.

4. Case study
In this section, a case study is used to explain a degree
of satisfaction, and its relation to utility function and
payoffs in the automated negotiation. The case study will
also show the complexity of a utility function and how the
utility function is derived in order to provide a rationale
for the need of using GAs.
The case study is related to the selling and buying of
electronic components and provided by an industrial
collaborator in order to test the implemented system in a
realistic environment. The company wishes to carry out
automated negotiation with its suppliers. The issues over
which they are negotiating are Delivery Time (DT),
quantities (NO), Products (A), and Prices (P). In this case
study, we only consider one type of product denoted as
product A. During the negotiation, the company takes the
offers made by its opponent to calculate the profits they
could make by comparing the offer with the cost
involved. If the actual gained profit were larger than the
designated one, then the companies would accept the
offer. If not, the offers are rejected. The cost function, in
this example, consists of labour, production, quality, and
material costs, except from the constant overhead cost.
We denote the total cost as TC which is computed as, TC
= Labour cost (Lc) + Production Cost (Pc) + Quality Cost
(Qc)+ Material Cost (Mc) + Overhead (Oc).
The product A has a standard production procedure
and Required Production Time (RPT) per unit. So, the
Total Production Required Time (TPRT) for
manufacturing the quantity (NO) of product A, is derived
from NOuRPT. This also gives the basis for calculating
required labours. If the TPRT is less than DT, there is no
working overtime required. So, the Lc is TRTucost of per
normal hour. However, if the TRT is greater than DT,
working overtime is required. So, the DTucost of per
normal working hour+ (TPRT-DT) u cost of per overtime
working hour. Mc is a step function that depends on the
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time, due to the nature of the market. Current price of a
component, for example, could be 10 % cheaper than it
was a month ago. So, the longer the delivery time is, the
cheaper the price it can be. We denoted this material cost
function as F. Qc is the cost associated with producing
quality control charts. One of the most popular quality
charts used is X charts. The X charts are control charts
on which single measurements of a quality characteristic
are plotted (e.g. current density or temperature). Single
measurements are typically used when it is difficult, or
uneconomical, to obtain multiple measurements or when
multiple measurements are essentially the same as a
single measurement (e.g. when a mixture is
homogeneous). Usually, sample means (sample averages)
are plotted on X -R charts. The control limits (control
range) for the X chart require a meaningful estimate of
the process standard deviation V . This requires that the
process variation is exhibited on an X - V chart. The
upper control limit at +3 V and the lower control limit at
-3 V are calculated from the sample averages. We
compute it as follows:
n

n

¦

¦X

i

X =

i 1

n

and

V

=

Xi  P

2

i 1

n

The upper control limit = X + 3 V
The lower control limit = X - 3 V
where Xi = observed value; X = sample mean; P =
population value; V = process standard deviation and n
= the total number of observations in the population.
The cost of producing X charts needs to consider a
number of costs incurred at different stages of the whole
time cycle and the control policy. The following quality
cost function is built upon the down time starting at t3 that
can be denoted as follows:
Qc

(D C 3)
 O C 4)
(C1  C 2 N ) (C 5 O (t 2  t 3  t 4)  H

H
(1  O (t 2  t 3  t 4))

Qc: total cost of whole time cycle
fixed cost of operating control chart
C2: variable cost of operating control chart
cost of searching false alarm
C4: cost of searching assignable cause
penalty cost of each defective product
T: total cycle time
average time of process in control
T2: average time of process out of control
average time of down time
t1: searching time for false alarm
search time for assignable cause

C1:
C3:
C5:
T1:
T3:
t2:

t3: average total time of searching action
average total time of revised action
H: sampling interval
sample size
O: process parameter of Exponential distribution
the probability of the error type , of control charts

t4:
N:

D:

Figure 1. Illustration of the quality control policy
with a diagram.

T
t1

t2

Start

Cause

T1

T2

Production

t3
Find &
Search

t4
Revise

system, but the complexity of the problem domain still
remains.

End

T3

Down Time

Figure 2. A policy for generating quality control
chart
The overall cost function can be broken down into the
aforementioned variables and functions. In this case, we
assume that the production cost and overhead cost are
constant variables. So, the values of these variables are
kept as constants regardless with other variables. The
complexity of utility function that shows the problem
domain is a NP hard problem that requires an effective
search algorithm to explore the space. The notation of
payoff is derived from the calculation of the utility
function that is the marginal profit resulted from the
current offer against the overall cost. In other words, the
payoffs in the offer made from the opponent will be
calculated against the expected marginal profits in order
to determine whether the offer should be accepted or not.
If not, the degree of satisfaction of the agent with this
offer will be calculated and passed back to its opponent.
Clearly the aim of a degree of satisfaction is to narrow the
search space and guide the negotiating agents toward a
common solution. The generation of a counter offer is to
take its possible maximum gained utility and a degree of
satisfaction into account by assigning different weightings
whose values are between (0-1) and their total of these
two weightings is equal to one. If the agent is inclined to
cooperate in the negotiation, the weighting of the degree
of satisfaction will be more than the other one. In
contrast, the weighting to the degree of satisfaction will
be less than the other one, if the agent is unwilling to
cooperate. The full cooperative and non-cooperative
games are special cases of the model. Although some
parameters in the cost function were simplified in order to
examine the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed
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5. Experiment Results
The cost function mentioned in the previous section
was implemented as a function in the utility function. So
the utility is calculated by adding the degree of
satisfaction and the cost function with different
weightings. We assume that two agents have the similar
cost functions with different concerns. Both agents have
different utility functions. During the experiments, the
agent did not take into account its opponent’s utility
function when generating counter offers. They use the
degree of satisfaction. Even though the agents only
negotiate over 4 issues, the number of issues one agent
needs to calculate is 15. So, in the GA a chromosome is
represented by an array that contains 15 variables. The
population size of the possible offers for agents is 50 at
one time. The mutation rate is 0.1 with 1 mutation and the
crossover rate is 0.1 with 1 crossover. The tournament
approach is adopted for the selection strategy. The two
fittest chromosomes are selected as parents in order to
generate two offspring. The experiments start with 400
generations that correspond to offers and counter offers,
in order to see whether the search space was explored or
not. After a number of experiments having been carried
out, the number of generations can be reduced from 400
to 200, as it is sufficient to explore the space. Since the
search space is large and complex, the global optimised
solution cannot be known, so the system did not stop at
the agreed point in order to examine the quality of the
solution.

Figure 3. A full non-cooperative game

Agreement

Agreement

Figure 7 Both agents have 50% cooperation level
Figure 4. Both agents have 60% cooperation
level

Agreement
Agreement

Figure 8. Both agents have 40% cooperation
level
Figure 5. Both agents have 80% cooperation
level

Agreement

Figure 6 Both agents have 55% cooperation level
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After a number of experiments have been carried out,
some representative results are only exhibited in the
above figures. Although the environment settings in two
separated experiments were the same, the results may not
be the same. This results from that various random seeds
in the GA are generated. In Figure 3 the system shows
both agents are unwilling to cooperate. Since there is no
time constraint on them, there is no agreement, even
though there is a possible concession in the search space.
Both agents did not consider the degree of satisfaction. In
some non-cooperative game experiments, the time
constraints are included in the negotiation process. The
agents could reach agreements, but the results show low
payoffs for both agents. Figure 4, 6, and 7 show the
gained utilities in agreed solution is close to the maximum
gain for the both sides when both agents have between
50%-60% cooperation levels. In addition, in most cases,
they came to concessions very quickly. When both agents
are prepared to fully cooperate in the negotiation (Figure
5), the result is not better off than the settings in the
Figure 4, 6, and 7. Figure 8 shows that the agents are
more selfish than the previous cases apart from figure 3,
but there is a concession. However, they could have found

a better solution that both agents can have better utilities,
if they did not made a concession so early.

6. Conclusion and future work
In this work, we have proposed a novel automated
negotiation mechanism that includes a co-evolutionary
mechanism to search complex and large spaces and a
degree of satisfaction to examine the negotiation process.
The main contribution of this work is the introduction of a
degree of satisfaction for agents to carry out co-operative,
and non-cooperative negotiation without revealing their
utility functions. The proposed negotiating approach
allows the negotiating agents to express different levels of
cooperation in the negotiation and the degree of
satisfaction to provide essential feedback to the offering
agent without revealing the utility function. The coevolutionary approaches [13,14,15] were only designed
for non-cooperative games. The proposed approach
allows the agents to conduct different co-operative and
non-cooperative games.
The proposed approach was implemented in Java.
Experimental results show the effectiveness of applying
the proposed system to the realistic scenario. However, in
this paper, we only use a simplified realistic case study to
evaluate the proposed solution, due to resource
constraints. However, the nature of the problem domain is
sufficiently complex to demonstrate the function of the
proposed system. Parts of the proposed architecture such
as business strategic objectives and their corresponding
utility functions, negotiation strategies were not included
in this exercise so as to demonstrate the effectiveness and
efficiency of co-evolution and degree of satisfaction. As a
result, we only employ one strategic objective and one
utility function in the experiment in order to eliminate
secondary factors. In order to ensure that there is at least
one possible agreement in the negotiation and that there is
no non-rational decision, the possible offers and counter
offers were carefully designed. They were generated by
another standalone GA before the experiments were
carried out, in order to avoid a premature acceptance from
occurring during the negotiation. This will prevent agents
from accepting previously rejected offer. Therefore, the
maximum expected gained utility for the agents was predefined.
In the next stage of this work, we will design a method
that will allow the maximum expected gained utility to be
evolved in the negotiation in order to reflect realistic
requirements. Another improvement can be made in this
research by assigning different weightings to the offers
made by the opponent. So, the most recent offers should
have more weight than the offers. This could assist agents
in identifying the trend of the preferences of its opponent
in order to speed up the negotiation process.
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